What is in my book to help me improve?
When I work with an adult, they draw two red
stick people in my book. I get feedback during
the lesson and the adult initials my work.
My teacher always checks and initials my work when I have worked
without an adult.
WALT

When I see my WALT underlined in blue I
know my teacher has checked my learning and I
have achieved what they expected.

• WALT

When I see a blue dot next to WALT I know
my teacher has checked my learning and I have
some red marks on my work as a helpful
reminder.

• WALT

When I see a red dot next to WALT in my
book, my teacher is still pleased with me, but they
want to talk to me about my work.
When I see a blue arrow next to my WALT I
have achieved beyond what they expected.
When I see a blue tick next to my work I know
that I have impressed my teacher.
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I can also receive college points and marbles for
my effort and achievement.
When I have really, really impressed my
teacher with my efforts, my teacher sends me to
Mr Isherwood to show him what I have achieved.
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Helping me to remember that I should use:
Punctuation
Handwriting and presentation
Spelling
Paragraphs
Perfect Presentation Prompts

I take pride in my books – they are a very important part of my
learning - the school’s ‘Crown Jewels’.
I take care using my cursive handwriting.
I can leave 2 lines after my last piece of work and draw a line with my
ruler.
I can write the date and the WALT.
I can start my work at the margin.
I can write question numbers in the margin.
I can miss a line between each paragraph.
I can use a green pen to correct my own work.
I can use a purple pen to check someone else’s work.
At the end of my work I can use the traffic light code to show others
how I feel I have done:

• red
• yellow
• green

means I think I need more time to understand this

means I think I am getting there but would still like to try it again

means I think I have achieved the WALT

